
The Company
Carnegie Cleaners in New York
City has been in the dry-cleaning
business for over 50 years. 
It serves many of the 5-star
hotels in New York in all their
dry-cleaning needs: staff uni-
forms, guest garments, etc.
Carnegie Cleaners needed a solu-
tion to keep track of all dry clea-
ned garments. This solution was
provided by CleanEZ
Technologies. CleanEZ
Technologies provides speciali-
zed software solutions for dry
cleaning businesses in the USA:
point of sale, billing, garment
tracking/automation, garment
conveyor integration, etc.

Project Manager

Henry Billini is the president of
CleanEZ technologies. 
CleanEZ technologies distributes
a Windows solution called
CleanEZ Touch which handles the
back office for dry-cleaning busi-
nesses. 

The cleaning cycle
CleanEZ software covers the enti-
re process of a garment cleaning.
Uniforms, sheets and guests gar-
ments are picked up and scanned
at the hotel. They are then trans-
ported to the Carnegie Cleaners
facilities. After dry cleaning they
are transported back to each
hotel. Each uniform is placed in
the corresponding locker. The
guest garments are sent to the
guest rooms. 
Each individual garment has a
unique tag that is scanned at
each stage of the process. This
allows managers to know at any-
time where a garment is, where
it’s been and where it’s going.
This also lets them track down
lost garments.

WEBDEV makes per-
fect business sense
The WebDev application for
Carnegie Cleaners interfaces with
a Windows application called

CleanEz Touch.  WebDev accesses
and reports data being scanned
by the Laundry Plant at each
phase of the Garment Cleaning
Cycle: Garment Pickup, Garment
Processing, Delivery and
Acceptance.  WebDev retrieves
data online to show Management
whether a garment may have
been lost or not returned to the
hotels. Each hotel logs in with a
unique username. Each hotel
employee name or garment can
be searched for problem status.
Historically the windows back
office application, CleanEZ Touch,
was developped in Foxpro. “After
facing the difficult situation of
having to change our develop-
ment tool when it was decided
that Foxpro would no longer be
maintained, we found that pro-
gramming with WEBDEV made
perfect business sense. You use
fewer resources and make higher
revenue.  Applications are easier
and quicker to implement. This
allows the Systems Analyst to
implement the design.” – says
Henry.
“Furthermore having an integra-
ted native access to our Foxpro
database enabled us to get star-
ted quickly and above all to give
real solutions to our customers
fast. I have personally researched
many frameworks and program-
ming tools for rapid application
development.  The field checking
and auto generation of code save
many man hours of development.
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WEBDEV and WINDEV Mobile cleaning
up in New York City 

CleanEZ Technologies chose WEBDEV to develop efficient software solutions to
manage all laundry needs in major 5-star hotels in New York City.
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I have now been able to cut the
development time impressively.”
– Henry adds

The WINDEV, WEBDEV
and WINDEV Mobile
compatibility triple
benefits
WebDev allows existing applica-
tion data to be accessible with
ease to the WEB. And the consis-
tent analysis design among
WINDEV, WEBDEV and WINDEV
Mobile saves considerable pro-
gramming efforts.  
It also opens the door to new
sales when writing an application
for any one of the WINDEV plat-
forms, a new application within a
different platform can emerge.
This triples the Company’s reve-
nues and triples the benefits to
the clients.

WINDEV Mobile: the
Superior Products for
Developers
One of the applications, develo-
ped with WINDEV Mobile, allows
personnel to scan all garments
and have a real time follow-up of
the whole process. This lets all
managers know exactly where
every piece is at all times.
“WINDEV Mobile is truly a bles-
sing.  I have not found an easier
tool to integrate existing desktop
and WEB applications to a PDA.
The consistency of the Language
and multiple data manipulation
methods makes Windev Mobile
the Superior Products for
Developers.” – says Henry. 
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